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Introduction
Warm wet butthole makes your dick hard? Stretched pink rectum is enough to make you sweat? Thick
cock spiking a starlet's anus makes you hyperventilate? It seems you've been overcome by the
AssholeFever!

Adult Review
In a world where thousands of websites with a focus on assfucking are each competing for your attention, what makes this
one stand out from the crowd? How about exclusive high quality scenes featuring gorgeous gapers that you have never seen
before?!<br />  <br />  AssholeFever updates every day with a brand new scene segment and its archive already contain 142
complete scenes that you can download in parts or as one-click files. On average a new complete scene becomes available at
the rate of once per week or sooner.<br />  <br />  The interface for the site makes it simple to find exactly the kind of ass
you want to see and the updates come in so many formats that you are bound to find the perfect girl whether you want her
streaming or by dialup or as a broadband enhanced downloadable file.<br />  <br />  Most websites these days are dominated
by the same two dozen whores. You can quit one site and join a new one but chances are, even if the scenes are different,
it�s the same used up starlet doing the same guys and all that ever really changes is the room d�or. AssholeFever is
different! The producers specifically sift out the overexposed whores popular on most sites and focus on all the other hot anal
fuck sluts who are up and cumming instead!<br />  <br />  The video is shot in clear 512x384 resolution that lets you see
every ridge of her rectum as she spreads her backside wide enough to let her costar plant a tree in it! Of course these guys
oblige by jabbing the star of the show right in the colon with every inch of cock they can squeeze passed her tight brown
sphincter!<br />  <br />  As just one example of the kind of kink AssholeFever provides for your cock, in the update from
September 30, 2006, rarely seen brunette ass-slave Nita Tiger unbuttons her brown-eye and lays on the floor in front of a
mirrored wall while her man mounts her from behind and starts shafting her chute with so much force that you will worry he
is about to shove her head right through the glass wall that is reflecting all the action for the camera! <br />  <br />  In case
you missed any of the action in one of the videos, AssholeFever also gives you giant collections of high-res photos for every
scene they shoot! These are 1280x900 shots so clear that you can see each hair in the fuzz of a girl�s snatch! Because the
pics are so large and clear the file sizes get a bit bigger than you may be used to, but they are also available as .zip picture
packs which download in the blink of an eye!<br />  <br />  Adding to what they offer, AssholeFever also comes with access
to ten quality bonus sites. These aren't sites as good as AssholeFever itself, but there are definitely some videos on each of
them well worth taking a look at.<br />  <br />  AssholeFever offers a 1 day trial subscription for $1.95 or a 30 day monthly
membership for $29.95. Best of all, if you sign-up and remain a member for a couple months they offer a "loyalty bonus."
They actually lower your monthly rate by five bucks a month and let you add two new sites from their network to your
portfolio every month that you remain a member.<br />  <br />  So, if you stay a member for a few months you quickly get
access to 10 or 12 other websites for $24.95 a month instead of the one site you get for $29.95 to start off with. That means
along with all the top quality anal banging updates you get each week, you also get other great niche content like fisting and
throating thrown in as well at the end of each month!

Porn Summary
Beautiful rare beauties get ass busted as an antidote for the AssholeFever that you are afflicted with. The only cure for your
ailment is a nice dose of model quality butt getting blasted from behind by guys who know that giving only a half effort is not
enough to solve the problem. It�s hardcore ass fucking and it�s hard to pass up!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These rare butt-babes will give you AssholeFever!'
Quality: 90  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 97 Interface: 87
Support: 83 Unique: 82    Taste: 89        Final: 89
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Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Ass to Mouth, Exclusive, Hardcore, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 1 Days for $1.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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